
List Question from Melt the Walls Open Call 

 

How long can the series of interventions occur / How long is it envisioned the project will be in place 

for / How long is the project to remain in situ for? 

The series of interventions can occur any time from once contracts are signed, 26 July, with at least one 

activity happening on the 16 September which will function as a launch of the programme. 

As long as the activities remain in budget and relevant permissions are gathered the events can run as 

long as the design team envisions between 26 July - 20 September 

 

How multidisciplinary does the team have to be? / Is there any restrictions on team size? 

As long as there is one registered architect on the team we are open to any disciplines being on the 

team.  

No there's no restrictions on team size. We are happy for individual architects to take place should they 

wish as long as there is an interdisciplinary approach.  

 

How much if this project is a communication project versus and architectural intervention / object? 

As this is a complex issue we're open to complex solutions! While we would like an architectural 

intervention to occur, communicating that this is happening to the surrounding neighbours of the site 

and cultural institutions is also important. 

 

Are the awarded team expect to forge new connections with surrounding neighbours and other 

stakeholders to encourage further community co-design? 

The IAF can support the awarded team by connecting them to groups we have already been working 

with in the area, if you happen to have more chats with other people along the way that's good too! 

 

Does the budget include / reflect Design fee, VAT ...etc 

The budget will have to include design fee, VAT and all costs of the project. You will be required as part 

of your application to supply a budget proposal reflecting this/ 

 

What is the final date for the object /occurrence to be in place ? 

The object or occurrence must be in place for the 16th September 

 

Please find a site map now on the website 

 

How to apply? 

Please supply a completed application form, proposed budget and attach a digital A0 artwork detailing 

your proposal to engagement@architecturefoundation.ie by 28th June 2019.  

 

Application form and budget along with relevant images, to be sent by email or post (when posting, 

please include five hard copies) to; 

Reimagine Tallaght...Melt the Walls 

Irish Architecture Foundation 
15 Bachelor’s Walk 
Dublin 1  

 


